
SPOTLIGHT

GENERAL ATOMICS
A Rich Heritage
In 1955, the General Atomic Division of General Dynamics was 
created for research and development for the peaceful uses of 
atomic energy. 

In June of 1956 the “Summer Symposium” began and brought 
together GA’s initial scientific staff and visiting summer consultants; 
this event defined GA’s first projects, including the inherently safe 
TRIGA® research reactor, (Training, Research, Isotopes, General 
Atomics) and the High Temperature Gas-cooled Reactor (HTGR).

The following year, 1957 saw GA and the Texas Atomic Energy  
Research Foundation began a four-year, $10M research program. Then 
in 1958, the Advanced Research Projects Agency announced the start of 
“Project Orion” at GA, a new space propulsion concept using controlled 
nuclear explosions to drive a large space vehicle into deep space. Just 
a few years in and our GA scientists were already thinking bigger than 
our planet.

Controlled fusion research led to other advancements; GA introduced the Magneform© 
metalworking machine, a practical application of an electromagnetic metal forming technique. 
This was just the beginning of what became a long history involving the use of magnets to 
control fusion. This research would become a cornerstone of some of GA’s future innovations.    

In 1958, GA was engaged in the Peach Bottom prototype HTGR in cooperation with at least 
40 utility companies. The Peach Bottom HTGR research and development program included 
graphite fuel element development, nuclear physics design, component fabrication and 
testing, and post-irradiation examinations. The outcome of this research led to further GA 
innovation in a new industry. In 1971, GA introduced Pyrolite© medical carbon for artificial 
heart valves. This new medical-grade material was a byproduct of fuel development for the 
HGTR. Its discovery and practical application demonstrate the dedication of GA scientists to 
innovation across the development lifecycle.

One of GA’s best-known programs, DIII-D (previously the Doublet III fusion machine) had its 
roots in 1974 when GA was selected by the Atomic Energy Commission to build the Doublet III 
magnetic fusion experiment in San Diego. Doublet III was built on the succes of earlier Doublet 
I and II magnetic confinement experiments, which showed high potential. That potential was 
achieved in 1978 when the first plasma conditions at GA were accomplished by Doublet III.
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Powerful Partnerships
SUPPLIER DAY 2022
General Atomics’ (GA) Supplier Day is set for 
November 10, from 8 a.m.-12 p.m. PST. Our 
theme, “Powerful Partnerships, celebrating our 
heritage,” focuses on the strong relationships GA 
has fostered over the years, and the advancements 
in the scientific frontiers it explores. 

Speakers will include executive leaders from GA, 
delivering presentations in video and live panel 
discussions, with dynamic breakout sessions 
from representatives in Supplier Performance, 
Procurement, Quality Assurance, Compliance and 
Small Business. 

An award ceremony will be held for select 
suppliers who have demonstrated exceptional 
performance, going above in their work with 
GA. Attendees will have opportunities from the 
ceremony which tells the story of what has 
made our company a powerhouse in the fields of 
science, technology, nuclear energy, defense,and 
medicine. We owe a big thanks to our suppliers 
and we are excited to share these memories 
with our partners whose relationships we value 
immensely. 

To attend Supplier Day, please register here.

https://www.ga.com/procurement/supplier-day-2022


QUALITY MATTERS
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Launching a New Era in Naval Aviation
On March 20, 2022, the US Navy celebrated the centennial anniversary of 
its aircraft carriers. The nation’s first aircraft carrier was born on March 
20, 1922, when the cargo ship USS Jupiter was recommissioned as the 
USS Langley (CV 1). 

Today’s aircraft carriers have evolved significantly since Langley’s humble 
beginnings over a century ago. At 1,092 feet in length and weighing in at 
more than 100,000 tons, the Ford-class carrier is one of the largest and 
most powerful pieces of equipment operated by the Navy. Commissioned 
on July 22, 2017, the USS Gerald R. Ford is the lead ship of its class and 
can carry more than 5,000 personnel and 80 aircraft at a time. 

When it comes to aviation safety aboard this floating steel giant, quality 
matters! GA is proud of the operational success of our Aircraft Launch 
and Recovery Equipment (ALRE) aboard the Ford-class carriers, and the 
quality we build into this transformational technology. We are honored to 
have been a part of 100 years of Naval aircraft carrier history, and look 
forward to our contribution to the future. 

The transformational ALRE technology is revolutionizing naval aviation 
and includes the Electromagnetic Aircraft Launch System (EMALS) 
and Advanced Arresting Gear (AAG) developed by General Atomics 
Electromagnetic Systems Group (GA-EMS). EMALS and AAG provide 
greater efficiencies, performance, flexibility, and operational capabilities 
than traditional launch and arrestment systems. They provide the fleet 
with critical new capabilities to support decades of global operational 
readiness and are designed for integration into a variety of aircraft carrier 
platforms; and offer the ability to launch and recover a wide range of 
aircraft weights to accommodate the current air wing and the air wing    
of the future. 

With over 8,000 successful launches and arrestments to date, and 
demonstrated operational performance in all weather – both day and 
night – EMALS and AAG are proven at sea with a 100 percent safety 
record. The operational success of this first-of-kind technology is 
reflective of our commitment to quality, and yours as well.  Weremain 
committed to ensuring EMALS and AAG operate safely, reliably, and 
efficiently for decades to come; and are counting on your continued 
commitment to quality. 

GA joins the Navy in looking back with appreciation at the rich history and 
heritage of our nation’s aircraft carriers. We are proud of the contribution 
our own rich history and heritage is making to these floating marvels; and 
of the quality of the transformational technology we’ve placed on board. 
All, with your support. 

To learn more about how GA is celebrating 100 years of aircraft carriers 
and the operational success of EMALS and AAG, please view the videos 
available on our website here.

GA Supplier CeramTec Provides 25 Years of 
Exceptional Support
For more than 25 years, CeramTec has helped support GA by 
providing high quality products like ceramic and metal bushings 
and terminals used to supply electrical signal or power into sealed 
capacitors for multiple projects including International Thermonuclear 
Experimental Reactor (ITER), Inertial Fusion Technologies (IFT) and 
the Electromagnetic Aircraft Launch System (EMALS) for the next 
generation Ford-class aircraft carrier (CVN-78, 79 & 80). 

Mark Duchnak, a Program Manager at CeramTec, said, “Probably the 
best thing about working with GA is all the fascinating programs that 
the team is engaged with and the strong partnership we formed both 
commercially and technically over the decades of working together.”  

GA values the powerful partnerships we establish with our strong 
Suppliers, just like CeramTec. 

Thank you CeramTec and all GA Suppliers for your support.   

SUPPLIER FOCUS

GA Senior Director of Quality Assurance Tim Snoke (left) 

and GA-EMS Vice President of Contracts and Procurement 

Kent Barnes congratulate Mark Duchnak, CeramTec’s 

Program Manager for receiving a Supplier Performance 

Program (SPP) Award at GAs 2017 Supplier Day.

 

 

https://www.ga.com/alre


GA appreciates the support of its Suppliers. Remember to contact your Purchasing Representative about any questions regarding
open Orders or your continued performance. Your Purchasing Representative is your primary point of contact.  

Please advise your Purchasing Representative when contacted by other GA personnel.
 If you have any comments or questions about this publication, please contact us at SupplierEngagement@GA.com. 
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To learn more about GA’s exciting products and global contributions, visit GA’s Products and Technology page.

ITER

The 1980s saw GA expand new capabilities serving the United States. In 1982, GA began a 
development project for demilitarization of chemical agent munitions for the U.S. Army, applying a 
unique cryofracture process. Then, in 1988, GA’s modular HTGR was selected for the Department 
of Energy’s new Production Reactor program.

The 1980s also brought a change in ownership, as GA was acquired by the Blue family 
in 1986 and taken private. As a private company, GA is afforded unmatched flexibility in 
research, innovation, and investment. 

Speaking of innovation – the first Predator® unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) and perhaps GA’s 
most ubiquitous platform, was flown in 1994 at GA’s flight test facility at El Mirage, CA. Under its 
affiliate General Atomics Aeronautical Systems (GA-ASI), GA proudly rolled out the prototype 
within just six months of receiving a contract to demonstrate an advanced concept UAV. This 
platform was complemented in 1999 by GA’s Lynx© synthetic aperture radar, which could be used 
on both manned, and unmanned, aerial vehicles. In 2004, the platform advanced to Predator B, 
which became known as the Reaper©.   

The new millennium saw GA apply its innovative spirit to a new industry – medical enzyme 
technology – when Diazyme Laboratories became a new GA affiliate in January 2000. Diazyme, 
based in Poway, CA, applies proprietary enzyme technology to develop rapid detection methods 
for small molecules in biological samples for clinical diagnostic and pharmaceutical uses. Most 
recently, Diazyme was proud to contribute their breakthrough technology and expertise in 
developing COVID-19 testing kits when the global pandemic sprung up in 2020.

On the other side of San Diego, GA and its scientists continued to make progress researching 
atomic and energy breakthroughs, putting to work the expertise in magnetic technology gained 
through this experimentation. In April 2004, the U.S. Navy (USN) chose GA for system development 
and demonstration of EMALS, now in use on the next-generation aircraft carrier, USS Gerald Ford. 

Through the late 1990s and the 2000s, GA grew its UAV technologies through further customer 
sales, and the addition of transformational technologies and operational upgrades. The Predator C 
Avenger® made its first flight in April 2009 demonstrating higher operational and transit speeds, 
and providing expanded quick-response and armed reconnaissance capability.

GA continues to push the boundaries of what’s possible with products operating 
across five domains: space, air, land, sea and undersea. From miniature   
satellites you can hold in your hand to the largest superconducting 
magnet ever constructed, GA is proud to partner with our Suppliers for             
customer success.

Today, GA and its affiliated companies constitute one of the world’s  
leading resources for high technology solutions, ranging from the nuclear 
fuel cycle to electromagnetic systems, remotely operated aircraft, 
airborne sensors and advanced electronic, wireless and laser technologies.

GA carries out the largest and most successful fusion program in the industry with its TRIGA® 
research reactors operating safely around the world for more than 50 years. The company is 
currently developing the groundbreaking Energy Multiplier Module, EM2, a compact, fast, waste-
burning reactor.

From its original charter to explore peaceful uses of atomic energy, GA has drawn leading scientists 
who have formed the nucleus of a thriving company that continues to attract leaders in science and 
engineering. Today, our total team includes more than 15,000 people worldwide.

Superconducting 
magnet

https://www.ga.com/products-technology

